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Chapter 1831 

And this is yld, an endorsement of the same weight as ss, if she gets this 
endorsement, all her resources and the quality of her endorsement will be 
able to be upgraded to a higher level in the future. 

I thought that after arriving at Empire, the tide must be rising, but I didn’t know 
that she lost such an important contract as soon as she left Xu Tao… 

She still underestimated that guy Xu Tao! 

Dmn it! He is sincere! Sincerely want to destroy her! 

It was Yin Youyou who asked his assistant to slap him in public, and who 
insulted him, not her. She was just a person going to a higher place, just to 
protect herself. Why should he target her? Why should she take away what 
she had so hard to get? 

Without this contract, how would she gain a foothold in the fiercely competitive 
Empire, who has no identity and no background, and she switched jobs 
midway… 

In front of the yld company building. 

Xu Tao carefully opened the car door and helped Selena into the car. 

Just as he was about to turn around and go to the driver’s seat, an angry 
voice suddenly came from behind him. 

Liu Xiaorou hurriedly chased up alone on high heels, and when she saw Xu 
Tao, she began to yell angrily, “Xu Tao! You are too much!” 



Xu Tao paused, raised his eyebrows slightly, “Oh? Too much? Star Liu, I don’t 
know where I went too far?” 

Liu Xiaorou’s eyes were full of resentment, “You know how important this 
endorsement is to me!” 

Xu Tao sneered, “Oh, of course I know.” 

If he didn’t know, could he fight for her with all his life? 

Liu Xiaorou was so angry that she mocked sharply, “Xu Tao, don’t always act 
like you have paid so much for me. I am here today because of my own hard 
work. If I were in Empire instead of Shengshi, I would have already It’s the first 
line that surpasses the first line, and it’s because I follow you, a piece of trash, 
that I have been standing still, and you don’t deserve to be my manager at 
all!” 

Xu Tao didn’t say a word, he was already numb to Liu Xiaorou’s words. 

However, at this moment, the door of the black car, which had been quiet all 
along, was suddenly pushed open by a white and clean hand. 

A woman slowly got out of the car from the back seat, looked at the girl in 
front of the car who was filled with righteous indignation, and said, “You know 
very well that with your qualifications, if you were in Empire, you would never 
have a bright future in this life, if it wasn’t for Brother Tao , you are just an 
eternal secondary in the prosperous age. You are not worthy, you are right, 
you do not deserve a manager like Xu Tao.” 

Liu Xiaorou opened her eyes wide and stared blankly at the woman who 
suddenly got out of the car. Her whole body seemed to have seen something 
horrifying, and even her body began to tremble slightly, “Ning…Senior 
Selena…” 

This…how is this possible… 

Xu Tao’s new artist… was actually Selena… 

“Forget it, Selena, there’s nothing to say.” Xu Tao was a little surprised to see 
Selena defending himself and defending himself. 



“In the future, you will have many opportunities to know what you betrayed 
and lost today.” After Selena said this, she returned to the car. 

Liu Xiaorou looked at the black car that was drifting away, and stood there in a 
daze, unable to recover for a long time… 

The sentence that you don’t deserve a manager like Xu Tao hit her hard… 

Selena is back… 

Selena chose Xu Tao as her manager? 

This fact alone was enough to make her panic… 

This kind of feeling is like the garbage she discarded like a shoe that she 
dismissed, and one day someone will suddenly pick it up, saying that it is a 
priceless treasure, but she is just blind… 
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Chapter 1832 

in the car. 

“Cough, Selena, just now…thank you. Actually, there’s no need. I’m already 
used to it. Arguing with that kind of person will only lower your status.” Xu Tao 
said gratefully. 

Selena tilted her head and said indifferently, “It’s nothing, I just don’t like 
people who bully me.” 

When Xu Tao heard it, his eyes were filled with tears, and it felt so cool to 
have Nima hugged by his thighs! 



“Who else is under your command now?” Selena asked, nodding her 
forehead. 

Xu Tao sighed, “Hey, I don’t have any good artists left, just a second-tier girl, 
Qin Shuang, a hard-working girl, but a bit unlucky. She has been in the 
industry for eight years, and her contemporaries have become popular one 
after another. But she just can’t get popular, she’s always one step away.” 

Selena nodded, “I’ll take her with me later.” 

Xu Tao was overjoyed immediately, “That’s great!” 

Selena flipped through the gossip about Louis and Han Zixuan that was 
constantly being updated on her phone, and asked with a slight frown, “How is 
Louis going?” 

Xu Tao shook his head helplessly, “Lei Ming said that he still doesn’t 
cooperate at all, and the situation is getting worse and worse. If this kind of 
matter is delayed and not clarified in time, it will give fans an inherent 
impression, and it will be difficult to wash it off in the future… …” 

“Is that photo of him and Han Zixuan a still photo?” Selena asked, but her tone 
was affirmative. 

Xu Tao nodded, “It’s a still from Shen Mian’s new movie, Louis was just a 
cameo, and the k!ssing scene in it was actually just a borrowing. 

Because the subject matter of this movie is relatively sensitive, it is difficult to 
release it in China, and the whole filming process is kept secret. Shen Mian is 
going to secretly take it to participate in foreign exhibitions, so it must not be 
leaked in advance, otherwise, once the news is revealed, it will definitely be 
blocked. All the hard work It was all in vain. 

Louis is also very loyal. After being scolded by so many people as a sgumbag, 
he still insisted on not saying anything. Lei Ming and Liang Zi originally 
discussed asking him to come out to apologize and put the matter down first, 
but he was not willing… Now we can only stand in a stalemate…” 

Selena sighed lightly and shook her head. With Louis’s temperament, how 
could he come out to apologize. 



Xu Tao opened his mouth tentatively after hearing the words, “Selena, your 
comeback this time has something to do with Louis, right? This matter… are 
you planning to…” 

In fact, everyone in the know knew that the most direct reason for Louis’s 
vehement public dislike of Han Zixuan was Zheng Anru’s words at the press 
conference. 

Who among the seniors in Shengshi Entertainment doesn’t know how Han 
Zixuan came to power? As a result, those people actually said such 
shameless words in public! 

Selena thought for a while, then asked, “When is the latest promotion of “The 
World”?” 

Although Xu Tao has been getting drunk lately, he still knows the information 
like the palm of his hand, and immediately replied, “Just two days later, 
because Louis screwed up the last press conference, so this time they made it 
even bigger. He actually invited all the original cast members from the movie 
“The World” to create momentum, actor Zhao Sizhou, veteran actor Feng 
Yibo… It is even said that even Susie will attend…” 

Selena nodded, “Then let’s get ready, let’s join in the fun.” 

Xu Tao’s eyes lit up immediately, and he couldn’t wait for it, “You mean to 
snatch this role over? Then, should we also find Louis? It is said that they just 
gave Louis an ultimatum to apologize publicly, otherwise the man The master 
will be replaced! This time, let’s just snatch the hero and the heroine back 
together?” 

Selena frowned slightly when she heard this, and said quietly, “Who said I 
was going to grab the role?” 

“Ah? No…” Xu Tao was a little confused, “Then what are we going to do?” 

Selena smiled slightly, “Naturally… it’s a mess.” 

Xu Tao: “…” 
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Royal Hotel. 

The main creator of “The World” and several important investors gathered 
together. 

“This Louis is too arrogant. Such a large investment was almost ruined by him 
alone!” A coal boss with a beer belly and a swollen face said displeasedly. 

“What chance is there for this kind of person? I think he should just kick him 
out!” A well-dressed middle-aged man next to him echoed. 

The general manager of Empire Entertainment tried to smooth things over 
with a smile on his face, “Louis’s popularity is nothing to say, as long as he is 
willing to repent and apologize to Zixuan, we will cooperate with the promotion 
in the future. One chance, only when there is a hot spot, if there is him, there 
will be no shortage of topics for our drama!” 

The producer on the side, Qin An, said, “I’ve already contacted Lei Ming. The 
day after tomorrow, Louis must attend and publicly apologize. This is the last 
chance. I believe they will know how to choose!” 

Assistant director Wang Linhai raised his glass to smooth things over, “Okay, 
okay, let’s not talk about these bad things, let’s toast our beauty Han, this time 
I really made Zixuan feel wronged!” 

“That Louis started reckless and finally abandoned, it’s really too much!” 

“Being a man is too tasteless!” 

… 

As a result, everyone began to crusade against Louis and toasted Han Zixuan 
graciously. After all, Han Zixuan is playing the leading role in this drama, even 
the investors have to be kind to her. 



One of the investors, who was flushed from drinking, stood up, his face full of 
excitement and pride, “Everyone, I am confident that with the strong lineup of 
our drama, we can definitely surpass the record set by the magical drama 
“Nine Heavens” a year ago !” 

“Hahaha, of course! With Zixuan’s popularity, it’s hard not to be popular!” 

… 

Back then, “Nine Heavens” became popular, not only became popular with a 
large number of people, but all the investors made a lot of money. It is no 
wonder that these investors were thinking about it, and specially invited Guo 
Qisheng, the director of “Nine Heavens”, hoping to create miracles again . 

Although the total investment of the TV series “The World” is no less than that 
of “Nine Heavens”, and the popularity of the movie “The World” is used as a 
foreshadowing, and it can also be used as a “feeling” gimmick, but Guo 
Qisheng doesn’t like it. 

With such a large investment and lineup, it is certain that they will make 
money, but do you want to explode? Also beyond Jiuxiao? 

hehe… 

Did they know that even a character in Nine Heavens was so popular back 
then, that fans of the drama spontaneously wrote countless fan jokes? 

Did they know that even the father, who has a pitiful role as the heroine, has 
recruited a large number of idiot fans? 

Not to mention the classic image of Yunhuang created by Selena, popular all 
over the country, from an eighty-year-old grandmother to a six-year-old 
sophomore… 

Did they think it was that easy to explode? 

Even “Tianxia”, which has a strong mass base and heritage, cannot easily 
surpass “Nine Heavens”. 

He dared to assert that if anyone in this world could surpass the glory of “Nine 
Heavens”, then only Selena and Louis themselves! 



These investors simply don’t understand where the core and soul of “The 
World” is, and he doesn’t bother to play the piano to the cow. 

Now that the investors were eyeing “The World” as a fat piece, even if they 
didn’t hire him, they would still find someone else. As far as he was 
concerned, it didn’t matter who the actor was because Selena had retired. 

It’s just that even Louis can’t stay now, which makes him even more 
disheartened… 

How could he still expect Louis to compromise and apologize, trying to use 
and drain his last bit of value? 

It’s so naive… 
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Deer Town, Garden House. 

Selena came home from work and leaned comfortably on the sofa. Daniel 
skillfully massaged her legs, “Are you tired?” 

Selena squinted her eyes comfortably like a cat, waved her hands and said, 
“I’m not tired, I just talked about an endorsement today, I didn’t do anything, I 
didn’t move my lips, and then we got back!” 

Daniel smiled lowly, “Madam is amazing.” 

“Hey, that’s of course, it doesn’t matter whose wife I am!” A certain person 
never forgets to praise himself, even with his own heart. 

Daniel fell in love with her vivid appearance, leaned over and k!ssed her 
forehead, and then picked up the cold soup on the coffee table. 



“Didn’t you drink just now? What is this?” Selena frowned. 

“Mom boiled it for you.” 

“Well, sweetheart, can we discuss it? Don’t let mom cook me soup anymore, 
look at my little stomach is almost being fed…” Selena was crying, and 
exaggeratedly touching her flat stomach belly. 

Daniel coaxed softly, “I only left a small bowl for you, and the rest is for Saul.” 

Selena burst out laughing, “Pfft… What a real brother…” 

A certain little koi who was so stretched to vomit at the moment: I must be a 
fake brother! 

Satisfied, Daniel fed his wife bite by bite, “Do you need to find Louis for you?” 

He knew that Selena was most worried about Louis’s condition when he came 
back this time. 

Selena rolled her fox-like eyes and said, “No need, the little golden retriever 
will show up by itself.” 

After drinking half a bowl of soup, Selena jumped off the sofa, jumped twice 
and said, “I won’t talk to you anymore, I’m going to practice hard!” 

Seeing this, Daniel frowned immediately, “Didn’t you say you wouldn’t be too 
tired from coming back?” 

Selena blinked her eyes and said, “Who says I’m doing it for my comeback? 
I’m doing it for you, okay?” 

“For me?” Daniel was puzzled. 

“Yes, to knock you down! Who told you that I’m weak!” Selena said and ran 
away without a trace, obviously still brooding over what happened that night. 

Daniel: “…” 

In fact, she doesn’t need to pounce, he can…cooperate… 

In the past two days, Selena has been silent since she got a big-name 
endorsement. 



Although Liu Xiaorou was very shocked by Selena’s appearance that day, 
because she didn’t know the situation, she didn’t mention this matter to 
anyone, not to mention that it wouldn’t do her any good to say such things. It’s 
just that she has been trembling, hoping that things are not what she 
imagined, but that there is some misunderstanding. 

After losing yld’s endorsement, she tried her best to please Cheng Yibin, 
hoping that he could win other endorsements and resources for herself, and 
desperately hoped to gain a firm foothold in Empire as soon as possible. 

In the end, after Cheng Yibin took countless benefits and kickbacks from her, 
he finally agreed to match her up, but he led her to drink alone with a nearly 
sixty-year-old man at night… 

What does this mean, even a fool knows! 

And that old man is just an executive of a second-tier brand company. 

She suddenly remembered that Xu Tao once told them when he was drunk 
that even if he sold chrysanthemums by himself, he would never let his good 
cabbage be raped by this kind of pig… 

“In the future, you will have many opportunities to know what you betrayed 
and lost today”… 

She never expected that what Selena said that day would come true so 
quickly… 
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The next day, the Imperial Capital International Convention and Exhibition 
Center. 



The organizer has a lot of money, and in order to shame Yixue’s previous 
press conference, this publicity event was arranged in a big way in the main 
exhibition hall that can accommodate 2,000 people. As soon as the news was 
announced a week ago, the tickets were already sold out. The media from all 
walks of life squeezed their heads even more in order to get an interview seat. 

“How about it, what does Shengshi say?” 

Backstage, Wang Haojun, the general manager of Empire Entertainment, 
asked the public relations executives beside him with a gloomy expression. 

“I’ve already warned them. Sheng Shi sent a message back, saying that he 
will give us a satisfactory explanation today.” The other party replied proudly. 

Wang Haojun had an expected expression when he heard the words, and 
snorted coldly, “I knew it. I thought I had a lot of backbone. Didn’t I have to 
bow my head in the end? If it weren’t for the popularity and topicality of that 
kid, I would directly Replace them all with Empire’s artists, and let them take 
advantage of it!” 

“President Wang is right!” His subordinates echoed again and again. 

When “The World” was filming, Empire Entertainment did not get any benefits 
because they withdrew their capital midway. This time they have been eyeing 
this piece of fat for a long time, and finally seized the opportunity to win the 
remake rights, and became the biggest investor. 

“There is one more thing to confirm with President Wang. Are you sure that 
Vice President Ning will attend this time?” the subordinate asked. 

Wang Haojun said with a calculated face, “Vice President Ning’s finale 
appearance is not only as the heroine of the original version, but also as an 
important investor in this drama.” 

It’s been so long since what happened back then, not to mention that Selena 
has already retired, this is the best chance for Susie to reappear in front of the 
public. 

… 



“Zixuan, did you see that? Everyone outside here is here for you!” At this 
moment, Zheng Anru looked at the dark fans and crowd in front of her from 
the backstage, her dark eyes were full of excitement and ambition. 

When Han Zixuan heard that she was playing with a strand of hair by her ear, 
she felt a little dispirited. All of this was just a matter of course, so what’s there 
to get excited about? 

“I’ve inquired about it. As long as Shen Mian’s film is successfully sent to the 
exhibition, the possibility of winning an award is more than 80%. In addition, in 
the future, the TV series “The World” will make you popular, and you will be 
unbeatable in the entertainment industry. Transcendence exists, no one will 
dare to mention the name Selena in front of you in the future, and even if you 
mention it, it’s just asking for humiliation…” 

It wasn’t until hearing this sentence that Han Zixuan’s eyes moved slightly, 
and her eyebrows relaxed a lot. 

Zheng Anru immediately knew that she was being flattered, and continued to 
say what she wanted to hear, “That Dmned Louis, we kindly brought him 
along for the publicity, but he didn’t want to drink a toast, Zixuan, don’t worry, 
today He will apologize to you in public!” 

… 

At the same time, the front desk has begun preparations in full swing. 

Two hosts, one male and one female, spoke the opening remarks 
enthusiastically. They were in the heat of the show, and on the big screen 
behind them were the beautiful photos of the new version of the characters 
and the clips with excellent special effects. 

The fans at the scene screamed excitedly from time to time, calling for a 
visual feast. 

“Next, let’s invite the main creators of our “Under Heaven” crew to come on 
stage!” 

“Please! Everyone is welcome!” 

… 



The male and female hosts introduced and interviewed the main creators of 
the crew one by one, and interacted with the fans at the scene. 

And this is just an appetizer, and they will continue to explode in the future. 
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After the exchange and interaction of the main creators, the host began to 
play tricks, from supporting roles to protagonists, and invited the actors in the 
original version to come on stage and chat with everyone. 

The actor Zhao Sizhou who played the male protagonist Chu Beichen in the 
original version of “The World” appeared, and immediately set off a small 
commotion on the scene, and the interaction between Zhao Sizhou and the 
new version of Chu Beichen also attracted much attention. 

The organizers and the investors in the front row all expressed satisfaction 
when they saw that the atmosphere at the scene was high and everything was 
going well. 

After the appetite of the fans and the media was almost whetted, the host 
finally said excitedly, “Do you know who is going to appear next?” 

“Han Zixuan…” 

“Zi Xuan! Zi Xuan! Zi Xuan!!!” 

“Xuanxuan! Xuanxuan! Xuanxuan!” 

… 

Thunderous shouts suddenly erupted at the scene, and the fans frantically 
shook the light sticks and promotional boards in their hands. As if they had 



made an agreement, they shook their voices and shouted together: “Wu 
Zixuan will not sing!” 

“Wu Zixuan! No long song!” 

“Wu Zixuan! No long song!” 

“The best goddess Xuan, the best Meng Changge!” 

… 

The slogan echoed in the huge exhibition hall, deafening, and the atmosphere 
on the scene was lifted to the extreme. 

“Oh my god! Our Zixuan is so popular!” 

“Of course! Goddess Xuan is the Queen of Popularity!” 

“Then what are you waiting for, hurry up and invite our goddess Xuan to come 
on stage! Can you speak louder, please? Let the goddess hear your call! Feel 
your enthusiasm!!!” 

… 

All kinds of slogans and calls sounded one after another, and Han Zixuan 
finally stepped onto the stage gracefully amidst all the expectations. 

As the top brand of Empire Entertainment, it is natural to sell the high-level 
face. Han Zixuan is well versed in this, so at this moment, she is wearing the 
treasure of history’s town store that was launched half a year ago, called 
Blossoms and Brocades. 

The meaning of this dress is also very suitable for Han Zixuan, who is now 
very popular, and the two complement each other. 

The smoky, dreamlike and elegant material, the 365 bead flowers that were 
hand-inlaid by ten masters for three months, spread from the chest to the 
skirt, are extremely gorgeous, and the neck is composed of 15 round bead 
flowers. diamonds, 26 pear-shaped diamonds, 9 heart-shaped diamonds, and 
5 emerald-shaped diamonds. The diamond necklace sparkles like stars in the 
night sky. The jewelry on the wrist is Kdy’s centennial commemorative model. 
It is a high-end customization that has not yet been listed by the c family… 



At this moment, the entire body of the woman on the stage, even a strand of 
hair, is dazzling, noble and elegant. 

“My God! Goddess Xuan is so beautiful today!” the hostess exclaimed 
exaggeratedly. 

The male host couldn’t move his eyes away, “Our Goddess Xuan is obviously 
beautiful every day! Don’t you think so?” 

“Yes…” the fans yelled at the top of their voices, and the Yan fans were even 
more excited. 

After enlivening the atmosphere for a while, the host invited Han Zixuan to sit 
down on the sofa, and started chatting about the plot with other actors and the 
main creator step by step. 

The assistant director was full of praise throughout the process, “Director 
Guo’s “The World” is indeed a classic, but because of Xuan Xuan’s joining, I 
dare say that when the film is released, it will definitely subvert your 
imagination!” 

The producer also laughed and said, “This role can be said to be tailor-made 
for Xuanxuan, especially after the modification, the script mainly focuses on 
Meng Changge. It will definitely make up for the audience’s regrets and make 
everyone more enjoyable!” 
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Zheng Anru, who was next to her, said proudly, “For this drama, our 
Xuanxuan has been preparing for it half a year ago. We will personally learn 
martial arts from the master, insist on zero substitutes, and then we will 
complete all the scenes by ourselves!” 



As soon as Zheng Anru’s words came out, she immediately won the favor of a 
large number of fans, and the audience began to shout excitedly one after 
another, feeling sorry for the goddess who worked so hard for them. 

Upon hearing this, the host immediately followed the procedures that had 
been arranged earlier, and said excitedly, “Really? I’m really looking forward 
to it! I wonder if we can see Xuanxuan’s wonderful performance at the scene 
today? Do you want to see it? “ 

“I want to…” the audience immediately shouted loudly. 

Seeing this, Han Zixuan looked at her outfit in embarrassment, “I might have 
to change clothes first.” 

“We can wait…” 

“How long can I wait for the goddess…” 

… 

In eager anticipation, Han Zixuan took advantage of the opportunity to go 
backstage to change clothes, while the host continued to liven up the 
atmosphere in front. 

A moment later, a heroic Han Zixuan came out from the backstage in a bright 
red outfit, with a high ponytail and a spear in hand. 

Not surprisingly, the screams of the fans in the audience almost broke the 
roof! 

In addition to Han Zixuan, there was another staff member in armor who was 
playing with Han Zixuan. 

On the big screen behind her, Han Zixuan’s eyes lit up, and the spear in her 
hand immediately rushed towards the opponent. The beautiful and wonderful 
fight made the fans exclaimed and feasted their eyes. Almost all the fans in 
the audience were recording with their mobile phones. Shooting at 60 degrees 
with no dead ends… 

After all, when the time comes, this video will be posted on the Internet to 
promote and create momentum… 



After a wonderful live performance, the shouts of “No Zixuan, no long song” 
became more enthusiastic. 

In the backstage, Wang Haojun nodded in a very happy mood. It is really 
worthwhile to spend such a large amount of money to create momentum. 

Now all that is left is for Louis to apologize, and finally Vice President Ning will 
make a concluding speech as the investor representative, and it will be a 
perfect ending! 

“Notify Shengshi that Louis can take the stage.” Wang Haojun told his 
subordinates beside him. 

“Okay, now!” 

… 

After receiving the notification from the background in the host’s wireless 
headset, he said with a smile on his face, “Did you find out? One person is 
missing today!” 

Most of the audience at the scene knew that the host was referring to Louis. 
Han Zixuan’s die-hard fans booed immediately, and at the same time, Louis’s 
fans cheered fiercely. Almost got into a fight on the spot. 

“I heard that this belated guest has something to say to our Zixuan!” 

The audience was aroused by the host’s curiosity, and they all looked in the 
direction of the backstage. 

Nothing happened there. 

About a minute later, a middle-aged man in a black suit appeared in 
everyone’s sight. 

Xu Tao… 

“Why him? Where’s Lei Ming?” Wang Haojun in the background frowned upon 
seeing this. 

“I guess I can’t control Louis, so let’s change his manager!” The staff next to 
him speculated. 



“Oh, what’s the difference? Isn’t Xu Tao also a waste?” 

On the stage, first Xu Tao appeared in the light. 

Afterwards, everyone saw the man cautiously stretching out his hand toward 
the dark place behind him, and then, a white finger landed on the man’s arm, 
supported by the man, little by little, from the darkness, appeared in the On 
the brightly lit stage… 
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Walking step by step from the darkness, a woman slowly appeared under the 
light, wearing a flowing white cheongsam without any variegation, her jet-
black hair was loosely tied in a lazy bun behind her, and her whole body 
Except for the plain ring necklace at the collarbone, there are no extra 
pendants. 

However, the moment the girl appeared in the light, she was like the sun in 
the night sky, her youthful youth was enough to eclipse everything in the 
world. 

Hosts, actors, guests, off-site fans, media… 

The huge convention and exhibition center was completely silent and dead 
silent. 

As long as you make a sound, everything in front of you will disappear like a 
mirror. 

“Selena…” Among the crowd, someone murmured first. 



Immediately, the name quickly rolled over the entire venue like a wave, stirring 
in everyone’s ears. Everyone suddenly stared at the woman who had slowly 
walked to Taichung at this moment like a dream. getting bigger… 

“My God…Selena…it’s really Selena…” A female fan hid her face in disbelief. 

“This… this is impossible…” 

… 

Even more confused than the fans in the audience was Wang Haojun 
backstage. 

Wang Haojun just recovered from Selena’s shocking face, and his whole body 
was on the verge of collapse, “What’s going on! Shouldn’t it be Louis who took 
the stage? Why Selena!!!” 

The public relations on the side were also completely dumbfounded, and the 
whole person was in a mess, asking what was going on like a spinning top. 

The front desk was not much better either. The two professional hosts stared 
at each other, but couldn’t say a word. Even Zheng Anru, who was always 
calm and eloquent, was stunned. 

And Han Zixuan, who had just finished the live performance, just stood there 
blankly. 

The red-clothed goddess who was heroic and valiant just a moment ago was 
completely ignored by everyone like an insignificant passerby… 

In the end, it was Xu Tao who took the microphone from the host with a dull 
face on the ground, and said leisurely, “My dears, good evening everyone! It 
is a great honor to be invited repeatedly by the organizer to participate in ” 
The publicity ceremony of “The World”…” 

Hearing Xu Tao’s words, Wang Haojun in the background almost spit out a 
mouthful of old blood. 

Xu Tao! put! you! mother! of! dog! fart! When did I invite you again and again? 

Is he crazy? He went to invite Selena! 



“President Wang, what should we do now? Under the watchful eyes of 
everyone, we can’t drive people away!” The director of public relations was 
sweating profusely. 

“Give me all the support in front! It’s just a past actress! Why panic?” Wang 
Haojun roared. 

“Yes… yes…” The subordinate wiped the sweat from his forehead, then 
uncontrollably turned his eyes to the woman next to Xu Tao, and at the same 
time muttered to himself, a past actress…? 

But as soon as this outdated actress came on stage, she was able to set off 
Han Zixuan, who was the focus of everyone’s attention just a moment ago, 
like an idiot… 

Even for themselves, the first moment just now was not panic, but instinctive 
obsession. 

at the same time. 

A large video game city in the imperial capital. 

Louis was wearing flip-flops, with a lollipop in his mouth, an unshaven beard, 
and a mess of yellow hair that looked like a chicken coop. 

With his current honor, even if he was bumped head-on by fans, he wouldn’t 
be recognized. 

gaover! 

Seeing the big bright red characters that the game is over on the screen, the 
man was so annoyed that he hammered the machine. 

say! After all, I am still impetuous… 

Today is the day for those idiots to hold a publicity conference… 
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Chapter 1839 

Louis scratched his hair, slipped on his slippers, and swayed into a pile of 
colorful balls. 

After squatting there for a long time, I finally turned on the phone. 

When I checked the news, it was indeed full of reports about today’s publicity, 
such as the huge momentum, the two-year reunion, “No Zixuan, no long 
song”, and even “The Prodigal Son Turns Back, Louis Will Come Back” 
Apologize on the spot, get back together with Han Zixuan”? 

I turn back to you, uncle! Sorry sir! Good old sir! 

Nima is really a dog! 

Louis was so angry that he almost smashed his phone. 

At this moment, the big screen in the video game city above his head 
suddenly jumped, and the staff was actually transferred to the real-time 
webcast of the promotional site of “The World”… 

“Wow! It’s my goddess Xuanxuan!” 

“Really! “The World” is holding an event at the convention and exhibition 
center today, but unfortunately I couldn’t get a ticket!” 

“Aww, why is the screen dirty! The goddess is so beautiful today! The beauty 
control is so satisfying!” 

… 

The webcast on the big screen immediately attracted the attention of many 
people. 

Louis’s gaze was also fixed on the past. 

Hehe, today I want to see how stupid those idiots can be! 



On the big screen, Han Zixuan changed into a red outfit, and put on a 
wonderful fighting performance with the staff, which made the fans and 
passers-by watching in the video game city gasp in amazement. 

And Louis was dangling on a wooden horse with his chin resting on his chin, 
his eyes almost rolled down. 

Training for half a year? Liar! This flamboyant show, at most, can be quickly 
completed in three days! It’s completely because the acting skills of the staff 
who played against her are so good, it’s really the same! 

“Did everyone find out? There is still one person missing today!” 

“I heard that this belated guest has something to say to our Zixuan!” 

“Wow! Really? Then quickly invite this guest to the stage!” 

… 

As soon as the host finished speaking, Han Zixuan’s fans immediately let out 
a burst of dissatisfaction, and the passers-by who were looking up at the big 
screen in the video game city were also sighing and complaining. 

“I’m going, is Louis about to show up? Will that guy finally apologize?” 

“Hmph, shameless sgumbag! I will never forgive you even if I apologize!” 

“That’s right, it’s so tasteless! Thanks to me, I liked him quite a lot before! Now 
even his appearance can’t make me forgive him!” 

… 

Hearing what the host said in the live broadcast, Louis’s expression changed 
suddenly. 

Nima, what’s the matter! I’m here, what about your uncle? 

What the hell are these ba5tards doing? 

My surname is Lei, if you really dare to make up your own mind to apologize 
for me… 

Louis’s murderous eyes almost made a hole in the screen. 



After a short wait, a person finally appeared on the stage. 

Not Lei Ming, but Xu Tao. 

What is this guy? 

Did you know that Lei Ming didn’t have the guts, that’s why the company sent 
Xu Tao? 

Louis held back his anger, and immediately took out his cell phone, ready to 
make a call there. 

Looking for the number, he saw out of the corner of his eye… In the live 
broadcast screen, Xu Tao carefully stretched out his hand towards the 
direction behind him, as if there were other people behind him. 

First, a piece of plain white flashed past, and then, under the guidance of Xu 
Tao, a figure slowly walked from the darkness to the brightly lit stage… 

The plain white cheongsam, the hair like a cage of smoke, the astonishing 
face of heaven… 

There is no need for brocade clothes, expensive and luxurious 
embellishments, or even any words. Her existence is the focus. 

“I… fcuk!” 

The moment Louis saw clearly who the person on the screen was, he 
staggered, and Gu Lulu rolled off the wooden horse… 
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Chapter 1840 

Exhibition Center. 



After a flurry of hands and feet at the front desk and backstage, they finally 
managed to restore normal order with difficulty, and were about to turn the 
venue around. 

A past actress, if she is willing to take her own humiliation and make them 
better, why not do it? 

However, the organizer finally reacted, but the fans started to riot, 

The exclamation and discussion in the entire venue became louder and 
louder. Everyone was pushing forward frantically. The security guard 
threatened with a baton and kept blowing whistles, but it didn’t work at all. 
People in the crowd were pushed and shoved from time to time. cries and 
screams… 

“Uh, I understand everyone’s excitement very well, but please control your 
emotions!” 

“Ahem, yes, yes, please be quiet, everyone!” 

… 

The two hosts talked for a long time, but no one listened at all, so they turned 
to Han Zixuan and Zheng Anru who were on the side for help. 

Seeing that Selena’s appearance had caused such a shock, Zheng Anru’s 
face was so pale right now. 

Han Zixuan’s expression had calmed down at this moment, she picked up the 
microphone, and said softly, “My fans, please be quiet, please? Thank you 
everyone!” 

In the past, if the idol spoke in person, there would be a hundred responses. 
However, at this moment, these people have completely lost their minds and 
are still pushing wildly. 

“God! Selena…is it really Selena?” 

“Ahhh – don’t squeeze! Don’t squeeze!” 

“Could it be a counterfeit that the organizer found somewhere?” fcuk it! 

… 



Seeing that the entire venue was filled with the names “Selena”, “Selena” and 
“Selena”, the fans became more and more excited, and the organizer also 
became a mess, and the scene seemed to be out of control… 

At this moment, a “shh” came from the microphone. 

Immediately, a familiar voice sounded amidst the noise: “Men at the scene, 
please take care of the girls around you and don’t let them be pushed, okay?” 

Although the voice was not loud, it was as gentle and harmless as a stream, 
and it was almost drowned in the noise of the crowd, but it seemed to have a 
special force… 

The moment the voice sounded, all the men at the scene were stunned. Not 
only did they stop pushing themselves, but they also consciously stopped the 
people around them from crowding. They opened their arms in a gentlemanly 
manner to protect the girls around them, and those girls who were no less 
crazy than men Girls, after hearing Selena’s words, they all obediently 
became extremely ladylike… 

Within three seconds, the scene quickly restored order, and there was no 
sound. 

This… is so powerful that it’s jaw-droppingly appealing… 

Backstage, the face of Empire’s public relations director has become more 
and more serious. 

He vaguely recalled that Selena’s fans were famous for their high quality back 
then, and the order of the event site was like being managed by the military, 
and it was the most orderly among all the artists. 

Although Han Zixuan accepted Selena’s huge fan base, she didn’t retain the 
characteristics of fans at all, but when Selena came back, the fans who 
couldn’t even control Han Zixuan immediately became so obedient… 

It’s just… 

The two hosts who were sweating profusely to maintain order saw the scene 
suddenly quiet, and looked at each other with stunned faces. 



After being stunned for a while, the two came to their senses and hurriedly 
arranged for all the guests and main creators to be seated. 

Today Han Zixuan is the only protagonist, no matter what, this scene must 
find a way to turn it around… 

 


